
Hammerwerks Copper Sinks
HOUZER’s Hammerwerks copper sinks deserve the Medal of Honor for their glorious 
color and rich feel. Not surprisingly, copper is enjoying wide appeal in kitchens and 
bathrooms today. HOUZER’s  Hammerwerks copper sinks are formed from heavy copper 
sheet, which lends itself well to design variations like hand-hammering and a variety 
of artistic flourishes. They are available in a variety of styles and sizes for use in the 
lavatory, kitchen or bar-prep area.

Platus Fireclay Sinks
HOUZER Fireclay sinks deliver the soul-satisfying look and feel of genuine fireclay—
with modern styling that appeals to today’s homeowners. HOUZER’s Platus fireclay sinks 
feature an apron front design that is available in biscuit and white. Each one is high-
fired at 2200° F creating a glossy, durable surface that is resistant to stains, chips, 
cracks and scratches.

Porcela Porcelain Enamel Sinks
The sinks of HOUZER’s Porcela series feature porcelain enamel steel sinks with 
an innovative twist of material. Their lighter, resilient 16 gauge steel core makes them 
a lightweight alternative to heavy cast iron sinks. Porcela enables designers to consider 
porcelain enamel where they couldn’t before—and the eight distinctive colors open up 
a world of options to complement any design.   

Quartztone Granite Sinks
HOUZER’s Quartztone granite sinks represent the leading edge of sink design. 
Formulated with 80% quartz and 20% high-grade acrylic, they are three times 
harder than natural granite. Unique in the sink industry, this material supports 
fresh design directions and engineering techniques that other materials don’t. 
HOUZER Quartztone granite sinks come in five forward-facing colors and styles. 
 

HOUZER Stainless Steel Sinks
HOUZER stainless steel sinks are a mainstay of smart, stylish homes everywhere. 
HOUZER’s line features 16 series—over 100 different models in all—to complement 
kitchen designs ranging from ultra modern to classical. HOUZER stainless steel sinks 
are made of premium T304 Stainless Steel. They feature performance innovations 
like the Spec Plus™ Edge for added strength as well as sound absorbing features 
like StoneGuard™ undercoat protection over Super Silencer™ pad.

A material difference in kitchen design. 
HOUZER offers 5 material choices and over 100 models for unrivaled design inspiration.

Get inspired by HOUZER Sinks   HOUZER offers an array of complementary and unexpected sink styles for homeowners 
and designers searching for that perfect fit. Whether you choose to go colorful with a Porcela porcelain enamel sink or a value-
engineered HOUZER stainless steel sink, you can be confident that your decision is backed by an industry-leading warranty and 
HOUZER’s 30 plus years of sink crafting  expertise. … See every inspiring style at HouzerSink.com.

The Design and Plumbing Communities will find an incomparable creative partner in HOUZER sinks. HOUZER makes it 
easy to find the perfect sink for any application or design. Whether it’s topmount or undermount, Apron front or Vessel 
style, from country to ultra-contemporary, you’ll find a HOUZER sink to match any design theme and budget. HOUZER’S 
collection now includes sinks in five materials: stainless steel, granite, copper, fireclay and porcelain enamel steel 
undermount (a Houzer Exclusive). That’s more than any other major manufacturer. And HOUZER sinks provide an 
unrivaled selection of inspiring styles, sizes and configurations—all distinguished by their extraordinary value. 


